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Music does at first deal with time, its prime matter, not space. But 
ambience implies imaginary architectures and presences, and ambient music 
always proposes to the mind movement, traveling,  turning locations to 
Places where the imagination starts to create.

These are not real places - what is to hear and see is NOT REAL (David 
Lynch). Everything is about seeing and listening. All that matters is what 
your imagination creates and projects. It's inside all of us that awakens the 
meaning that binds us together and makes possible for us to deliver to you 
these artefacts, pictures and sounds.

Tony Pullen - Photographer
Yves Potin - Musician
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Marble Corridors



Marble, glass or stone, the 
corridors intertwine 
themselves and reflect the 
whispering surrounding 
sounds, in any Place. 

« The world's largest labyrinth 
already exists. It is called the 
desert » or the world itself 
(Borges). 





Seaside Terrace

Wide opening seascape to the Far East - a Place where time itself lingers  - strange 
ancient artifacts reverberating in the wind the tide brings - the wind eroding ancient 
symbols carved in the black iron of a forsaken temple's doorstep.







Carved Grottos - part 1

Narrow hidden entrances to an underground network of secret pathways. There was life 
in this Place, ones who digged, ones who carved, ethereal presences, hostile ones ?





Locrian Power Plant



Noise - Smell - 
Metal – Energy. 
Motion remains in 
there, despite the 
decay, mechanical 
or dronical of some 
kind. 

The Locrian mode is 
the seventh mode of 
the major scale, it's 
not intended to 
shelter something 
for long. 

It's also very weird 
to stay nearby this 
Place of a power 
source, for its 
beauty reveals 
tricky.







Deserted Facility







Who breathed, 
slept, loved behind 

these glasses, 
above these steps, 

alongs these 
corridors ? 

What were the fears 
and hopes of the ones 
who belonged to such 
a Place in decay ?







Carved Grottos – Part 2

Again, the silent dark pathways - a new trail - a distant glow – sight, illusion ? 
Listen to the carvers gone for eons, follow their ghostly whispers, reach the stories 

beyond the walls for this mazy Place has so many things to hide.







Mystery Woods





High stairs of stones leading outside - the woods - 
the heart of the forest is not always its most 
impenetrable Place. Will there be another exit than 
these graves feeding so ancient trees ? Where will 
these wooden corridors lead as the noises of the 
living presences grow slowly ?



This portfolio is part of the « Places » project, an Ambient Jazz album composed, performed 
and produced by Jazzcomputer.org and freelay available for download at 

http://jazzcomputer.org/places

The pictures of this booklet are part of the work of Tony Pullen, which can be visited at

http://www.flickr.com/photos/medwayboy/
and also

http://www.facebook.com/urbandecayuk
http://www.facebook.com/medwayboy

Many thanks to Tony for permitting such an enhancement of my music.

April 2011, jazzcomputer.org aka Yves Potin
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